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New Year Greetings

Republic Day reminds us every year of the fact of our Nationhood, the fact that we, ourselves, will soon be full-fledged citizens of India. It makes us want to stop and consider questions about the relationship between each one of us ... and the State. And these are very important questions, indeed. The greatest minds of all time have thought about them, from Plato, in ancient Greece, to Gandhi. These thinkers have tried to balance out the rights of the citizen, which must be respected by others, and the duties that we must carry out for the common good. Most recently, many of these rights and duties were debated upon during and after the Emergency. Much hope was placed in the young people, whom, many persons felt were less corrupt and definitely more idealistic, hence more conscious of their rights and civic duties; it was felt that they would respond to the need for public life to be given a base of morality. We hope you young citizens will fulfill the trust placed in you.

On pages 18 and 19 you will find a new feature — the monthly Calendar which gives you the birth-dates of some of the great figures of the past — poets, inventors, artists and explorers — they have all played an important part in shaping our civilization. If all the personalities are not familiar to you, we hope you will find out about them. We have also left you enough space to fill in important dates and events in your own life.

Happy Reading and .......

SPREAD SUNSHINE!

Your Editor

How many friends have you made into subscribers so far?
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John Sumner is twelve and lives outside Melbourne. He has the normal healthy wish to play games and climb and swim like any other boy, but he is a spastic, his body won't always do what he wants it to, and an over-anxious mother and well-intentioned friends are driving him mad with frustration. ‘Sometimes he thought he would explode. Didn’t they know that a balloon was not a balloon until someone cut the string?’

This is the story of how John cut his own personal string. For the first time ever, he is left alone at home for the whole day — free to do all those things he wants to do because there is no one to tell him that he can’t do them. How many of us would be brave enough to do what John does?

We give you a few extracts from the story, *Let the Balloon Go*, which is a very unusual and exciting account of one special day in the life of a handicapped boy, and how he uses his now-or-never freedom. With so much attention now being focussed on handicapped or ‘disabled’ people, it is especially important that we try and understand something of what it might feel like to be ‘treated special’. We hope you will read the entire book.

---

**LET THE BALLOON GO**

by

Ivan Southall

’You mustn’t chop wood or use a saw or hammer nails or swing on the monkey bars or ride a bike or get into fights or play football or cricket or rough games with boys or girls in case you injure yourself. You mustn’t run fast in case you fall. You mustn’t go near the edge of cliffs or climb trees or ladders in case you overbalance.

’Of course there are lots of things you can do and we must be thankful for that, mustn’t we? You don’t, after all, have to go to a special school. You can swim in shallow water if someone is with you. You can be time-keeper for the football team and scorer for the cricket team and they’re both very important jobs. You can read books and watch TV and listen to music and collect things. And you do have a marvellous imagination. With that there is almost nothing you cannot do. In your imagination you can swim the broadest river,
run the fastest race, climb the highest mountain — and believe you me, lad, the adventures of the mind in the long run are far more exciting than the adventures of the body.'

How stupid it was, all those grown-up words, all those grown-up meanings ... It made him sick and they thought he didn't mind; patted him on the head and called him a good boy, squeezed his shoulders and smiled at him, told him he was wonderful, he was clever, he was brave. But all the time they were only telling him that he was different, was as good as useless, was a dreadful worry to everybody, was half a boy, not a whole boy, was a peculiar little object known as John Clement Sumner who had to be handled carefully like a broken egg.

Surely by now they should have guessed that he was a whole boy bound hand and foot, that they had made his body into a prison, that he was a young lion in chains, that he was an eagle with clipped wings, that he was really a Herb Elliot, an Edmund Hillary, a Hercules? Didn't they know that a balloon was not a balloon until someone cut the string?

So, the day his mother left him at home, John climbed the gum tree. Yes, with the help of a ladder, he climbed fifty feet into the air!

The earth was way down below where gloom and misery were, and it could bally well stay there.

He sang in the sky, 'Hi there, everybody; I'm up in the tree.'

Every cell of his body sang in the sky, 'Yo-ho-ho. Yo-ho-ho.'

He wriggled higher again and prised off flakes of bark and flung them through the leaves with a sound like waterfalls. He stuck a green twig between his teeth and chewed on the sap. It was nectar, sweeter than honey; sap that flowed in the sky.

He went on with his hands out before him, reaching up, pulling up, and he wasn't the little spastic kid anymore; he was the red-blooded boy that everyone had stifled; had said wasn't there.

'Yo-ho-ho.'

He was an eagle, a mountaineer. He was Hillary scaling Everest.

It was everything he had longed for and never known. All words fled away, all demands that others should see him meant nothing any more. The bough
A Wish

A glad New Year to all!
Since many a tear,
Do what we can, must fall,
The greater need to wish a
glad New Year.

Since lovely youth is brief,
O girl and boy,
And no one can escape a
share of grief,
I wish you joy;

Since hate is with us still,
I wish men love;
I wish, since hovering hawks
still strike to kill,
The coming of the dove;

And since the ghouls of terror
and despair
Are still abroad,
I wish the world once more
within the care
Of those who have seen God.

— EDWIN CHAPMAN

This year marks the 100th birth anniversary of this well-loved children’s poet.
Making resolutions for the New Year? Here are some suggestions on how you can be

**The Ideal Student**

1. Obey Rules.
2. Participate in many extra-curricular activities, projects, etc.
3. Be serious about your studies.
4. Avoid the wrong kind of cliques.
5. Be willing to help others if studies come easier to you than to them.
6. Be an individual. Stand up for what you think is right instead of taking refuge in group opinions.
7. Set standards of achievement and excellence instead of conforming to mediocre ones.
8. Strive for the maximum in everything instead of the minimum. Put your best effort into all you do.
9. Do your best rather than merely what is expected of you.

**CONTEST**

*It Was Just An Ordinary Day Until ........*

Complete this sentence with as imaginative and fanciful a one-page story as you can. Not more than 500 words.

Upto 5 points will be awarded for the cleverest and most creative stories.

Last date: March 10
HIJACKED!
J.M. Marks

Serial Story — Part VI

The hijacker was closer now, not much more than a hundred yards away, and as he walked he scrutinized the sand just ahead of him. Jason felt his heart lurch in his chest. Below him his footprints led up from the sea straight to the hollow where he lay.

Jason turned and crawled from the sand-hollow, keeping flat between the clumps of coarse grass. His back muscles twitched as he moved, but he reached the fringe of bushes undetected, forcing himself through beneath the lowest branches — and found himself caught...
in a tangle of springy stems. He felt forward into the tangle, found a main trunk and started to pull himself through, but the rubbery stems, like bundles of thin arms, seemed to stretch out to hold him.

Terrified of shaking the leaves and giving himself away, he paused and, very cautiously, turned his head and looked over his shoulder at the Japanese, now nearly directly below him. As Jason watched, the hijacker's pace quickened and he ran forward, bent to examine the sand, straightened up, turned and walked quickly up towards the palm line, unslinging his automatic as he came.

Jason heaved with both arms and thrust with his feet. He heard a shouted command. Jason heaved again, burst through the clutching stems and rolled among tree-ferns. He bounded up, scuttled on all fours through the thicker undergrowth, and once among the tall trees got up and ran for his life. He ran wildly, zigzagging, leaping exposed tree-roots, stumbling and running on again, his ears straining backwards for sounds of pursuit. The level ground sloped upwards, he began to slow down and turned and raced along the foot of the slope. He had covered a good eighty yards before he heard the crash and rattle of something forcing through the same hedge of bushes, and the sound galvanized him: he must hide, he couldn't keep running, he'd heard — and his bare feet stung and ached.

A big white tree with buttresses at its base was just ahead of him, and he half-fell, half-scrambled round behind it and crouched between two of the growing supports. He drew a shuddering breath — this great tree was too obvious. He slipped away from it, risked a glance back, saw thorn fronds jerk and shake, scuttled to one side and flung himself flat behind one of the fallen and rotted branches on the ground.

Jason heard the pad-scrape, of trotting feet across the slope till they were just above him. They paused by the big tree, he pressed his face closer down against the earth, he heard the feet again, they paddled on and he lay, hardly daring to breathe, till the sound died away. At last he raised his head and lay listening. He caught a distant sound, then silence. He turned and, crouching low, set off at a run up the slope and deeper into the forest.

After the first moments Jason realized that he was running uphill. He soon stopped, his breath coming in great shuddering gasps and his leg muscles twitching with effort. He crouched on the ground and looked about him. All around were tall, straight forest trees, crowding in on each other so that, whichever way he looked, he saw only columns of trunks reaching up to the sky. From there, he heard bird calls, but down on the forest floor there was stillness and quiet. If he too stayed quiet no one would ever find him.

He stood up, felt stabs of pain from both feet, sat down again and looked at them. Long shallow cuts criss-crossed his ankles, cuts as fine as if made by a razor-blade, and his soles were studded with small black dots, — snapped-off thorn spines. He tried to pull some of them out but soon saw that he needed tweezers. His heels and the sides of his feet had escaped. He got up and stood listening. There was no sound, no leaf moved, he heard no footsteps. Had that Japanese gone back to the aircraft? But he also listened for what he did not

a) Cats purr by means of special vocal cords that vibrate when they breathe. Cats usually purr when they are contented or happy.
b) Each wing of the cricket has a “file” or thickened vein with cross-ridges, and a “scraper” or hard, sharp-edged portion. The scraper of either wing may be rubbed against the file of the other wing to produce its merry song. (See illustration)
c) They fly by means of echo location. (See the answer to Q II b1).
d) A snail moves by stretching and pulling muscles in its foot — the large, fleshy part of the snail’s body that rests on the ground. A gland in front of the foot oozes a sticky slime to make it easier for the foot to slide along.

II. a) Name 6 creatures that come out at night. b) Name 3 special features that they possess.

a) Bats, Owls, Fireflies, Moths, Cats, Night-hawks, Mosquitoes, Crickets.
b) i) Good Hearing — e.g. insect-eating Bats send out short, high-pitched chirps as they fly through the dark. Echoes of these chirps bounce off objects in the bat’s path. By listening to these echoes with its large ears, the bat is able to zoom in on its prey.

Moths, in turn, can hear the bat’s high-pitched sounds, even though we can’t. They fold their wings and drop to the ground; or they change their direction in mid-air.

ii) Good Eyesight — Very often the eyes of night animals are very large, to allow as much light as possible to enter. The owl has large, bell-shaped eyes which leaves no room in its head for the eyes to move. But the owl can turn its head almost completely around without moving its body.

iii) Good Sense of Smell — Night animals often sniff the air, not only to discover enemies but to find mates and food. The dampness of the night air helps the sense of smell work better.

iv) Special Organs of Touch — For e.g., the nighthawk has bristle-like feathers surrounding its beak. These may feel insects
close by and help the bird
catch them quickly.

III. Tails are important to the following animals:
Peacock, Crocodile, Porcupine.
How and for what purpose do they use them?

The *Peacock’s* tail, like all other birds’ tails helps it to fly.
However, the male peacock has a magnificent fan tail which
he displays in order to attract a mate.

The *Crocodile* often uses its tail as a weapon. Its tail is
heavy and dangerous. With one blow a crocodile can sweep
an animal into the river for its next meal.

The *Porcupine* also uses its tail as a weapon. Its quills are
loosely attached to its body and are pointed and barbed. If a
predator attacks, the porcupine will turn its back and slap
with its tail. The quills easily stick into the attacking animal
and pull free from the porcupine.

IV. a) Do animals really ‘play’? Why do they do so?
b) Why do lions live in prides?
c) Why do wolves howl?

a) Yes, they do. Sometimes it is nothing but fun and games,
as when a monkey swings from branch to branch or tosses
sticks, etc. Often, though, this ‘play’ can be serious and can
be interpreted as an enjoyable way of developing survival
skills.

Have you seen lion cubs frolicking around in their cages
in the zoo? One will crouch low against the ground; stalk
slowly towards its mate and then pounce on the surprised
‘victim’. That usually starts a wrestling match with the cubs
cuffing each other harmlessly. As they play, these lion cubs
develop the abilities to become efficient hunters. It is very
much the same amongst wolves, tigers, cheetahs, etc.

Among monkeys and apes, playing lays the foundation for
social order. The ones who usually win in these ‘matches’
assume a more important position. The others learn their
places early in life. This reduces the need for violent clashes
among the monkeys when they are adults.
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b) A healthy male lion can eat about 75 pounds of meat at one sitting, hence the prey it seeks has to be correspondingly large — wildebeest, large antelopes, zebras, buffaloes, etc. To pull down such a large target in the open savannahs is no easy task. Hence, they live in prides. This facilitates team work. Prides may consist of a dozen or more lions working in pairs. Sometimes one lion pursues a single animal, driving it towards a waiting partner. Or, several lions may encircle small herds, then charge.

Another reason for living in prides is that those males that do not excel as hunters specialize in protecting the cubs against predators.

c) Contrary to what we’ve always heard, wolves do not howl because they are lonely; nor do they bay at the moon. Howling plays an important role in relating to the wolves’ territory. A pack of wolves may stake out an area covering many square miles, so individual members or the pack howl just to keep in touch with one another when they are separated. Howling also keeps different packs of wolves away from each other. Wolves jealously protect their territory, but they need all their strength to survive; so rather than fight, they howl.

V. When your Mother tells you to “take the bull by the Horns,” you know that she wants you to face and grapple with a difficult problem.

Give us 4 more popular animal sayings and tell us what each means.

1) Sing a Swan Song — Swans don’t sing but there was an old belief that each swan sang just once — one lovely song before it died. Today, a swan song means someone’s last fine effort — for instant, a last thrilling match before a tennis player retires.

2) Let the Cat Out of the Bag — If you’ve ever carried your cat in a box and opened the lid just a tiny bit, what happened? Your cat jumped out! Well, when you’re trying to keep a secret, don’t tell even one person or before you know it the secret will be out and you’ve let the cat out of the bag.

3) Buy a White Elephant — A white elephant is something valuable you don’t really want or cannot use. The saying comes from Thailand where elephants do heavy work. Long ago the rare white elephants were too special to work, and they all belonged to the king. He usually gave the white elephants to people whom he disliked. This ‘honour’ was usually a rather expensive botheration.

4) Cry Crocodile Tears — Crocodiles don’t really cry. But once, it was thought that they did. People thought crocodiles cried not because they were sad, but to make a kind of passerby stop to see who was crying. As soon as the person came close, the crocodile would snap him up and eat him! Now, when people pretend they are sad when they’re really not, it’s called, “crying crocodile tears”.

VI. Rearrange this mixture to produce 8 famous books and poems and their authors:
Piper, Doyle, Kim, Cuckoo, D.H., Beauty, of, Sewell, To, Lewis, Kipling, Moby, The, of, Wonderland, Melville, Williams, the, Baskervilles, Carroll, Wordsworth, Pied, Lawrence, Rudyard, Hamelin, the, Bat, Arthur, Herman, Browning, Black, The, Alice, Hound, The, In, Dick, Robert, Anna, Conon.

1. To the Cuckoo — William Wordsworth
2. The Pied Piper of — Robert Browning
3. Hamelin — D.H. Lawrence
4. Black Beauty — Anna Sewell
5. Moby Dick — Herman Melville
6. Kim — Rudyard Kipling
7. The Hound of the — Arthur Conan Doyle
8. Baskervilles — D.H. Lawrence
9. Alice In Wonderland — Lewis Carroll
DO YOU KNOW?

1. What gives butterfly wings their beautiful colouring?
2. Are sponges plants or animals?
3. After what Greek hero is the tendon of the heel named, and why?
4. Why does a dog turn round before lying down?
5. What is a fresco?
6. What gives fire works their colours?
7. How does the earth worm help the farmer?
8. Why does dew not form on cloudy nights?
9. How did 'pig iron' get its name?
10. Which Italian artist painted Mona Lisa and where is this picture to be seen?
11. What is the difference between black tea and green tea?
12. Why did the Ancient Egyptians put straw in their bricks?

Be sure to write comprehensive answers to each of the above questions.

Send your answers to these questions on a separate sheet together with the coupon. Three lucky all-correct winners get Eagle Flasks. Upto 4 points will be awarded on merit to the rest of the winners.

SUNSHINE-EAGLE FLASK CONTEST

Name: __________________________
S.R. No.: _______________________
Address: _______________________
Last Date: March 10
The Deer
Says

The Deer says ....
With those beautiful eyes
Standing in the morning sun
Near the water
Beauty unchanged —
Lowers its head to drink water
Unaware of the human hunter
Who's ready to kill it
Kill the beauty
Kill the glance
of those beautiful eyes
For skin and musk?
But am I not more beautiful when alive?
The Deer says ....
With those beautiful eyes

by
Jairaj Mothi Anthony
802/56, Bhawani Peth
PUNE 411 002

The Seed
Fell
On
The
Ground

The seed fell on the ground
In the hope of bringing life
and fruit;
But the ground it fell on was
 parched graveyard
The seed was sad and hopeless
Choking, gasping, suffering
in the hot scorching sun.
"Am I going to die ....
without producing life?!
"The seed thought, prayerfully.
Clouds gathered, in answer
black clouds full of water.
Then it rained, and rained
The parched ground laughed happily
The seed was full of joy
After some days a sapling stood
Swaying gently in the breeze
Saying "thank you" to the Lord God
of all.
Hearty Greetings on the Republic Day

On January 26, 1950 the people of India laid the foundation of a Sovereign Socialist Secular Democratic Republic. In the past 31 years we have many achievements to our credit.

We have

- Set up democracy on a strong foundation;
- Overcome chronic food shortages;
- Emerged as one of the most industrialized countries;
- Risen to be a top ranker in Science and Technology;
- Fought off successfully three external aggressions
- And our voice counts in international forums.

Yet much more has to be achieved for securing complete social justice to all and raising the standard of living of the people.

This can be done only through strong bonds of national unity.

Consolidate National Integration And Strengthen Secular Forces For Progress And Security
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sunday</th>
<th>Monday</th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**February's Flower** — Primrose

- **1 February**: First Volume of the Oxford English Dictionary published in 1884.
- **8 February**: Vincent van Gogh.
- **15 February**: Galileo Galilei born 1564.
- **22 February**: Frederic Chopin born 1810.
- **27 February**: Charles Lamb born 1775.
- **11 March**: Lamb's Tales from Shakespeare.
- **18 March**: Thomas A. Edison born 1847.
- **25 March**: Johannes Gutenberg born 1400.

*The chief function*
ARY '81

Birthstone — Amethyst for sincerity.

Thursday    Friday    Saturday

5  6  7

Charles Dickens Born 1812

12 13 14

Abraham Lincoln Born 1809
Sarojini Naidu Born 1879

19 20 21

Nicolaus Copernicus Born 1473

26 27 28

of your body is to carry your brains around — Thomas Edison.
More Durable Mud Houses
Two simple and inexpensive techniques have been developed to protect mud walls from erosion caused by heavy rains.

The technique developed by the National Buildings Organisation comprises of mixing bitumen tar emulsion with ordinary mud plaster, prepared with Bhrasia and cow dung, and applying it on mud walls. The second technique evolved by the Central Building Research Institute requires one to spray a solution of coal tar in kerosene oil over the mud walls with the help of an ordinary spray pump.

Thatched roofs can also be protected from early decay and from fire by applying the bitumen stabilised mud plaster.

Ethanol from Root Crops
A professor at a German agricultural research institute says that root crops like turnips, radishes and even carrots can prove crucially important as a source of alternative fuel and power. He says that root crops can be used to produce ethanol which is a vital raw material for the chemical industry and also a fairly inexpensive mixture for motor fuel.

Ethanol added to petrol or diesel oil makes gasohol; it does no harm to the engines as experience in Brazil has shown. In Brazil ethanol is refined mainly from sugarcane. [See SUNSHINE July 1980]

New Bio-Diesel Generator
A BIO-GAS operated generator capable of producing electricity for lighting rural homes, driving irrigation pumps and operating farm machinery has been developed by the Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi. The engine used in the generating set is a conventional diesel engine with some modifications enabling its operating with bio-gas as the main fuel. Nearly 85 to 90 per cent of its fuel requirement is met by bio-gas generated from farm and animal wastes. For the remaining ten to fifteen per cent, diesel is used in the conventional manner just to initiate and assist combustion of bio-gas.

A Solar Cooker in the School Staff Room?
Have you ever thought that it could be possible for your teachers to make tea or coffee in their staff room by using a solar cooker? The Chinese seem to have invented one by using bamboo and small parabolic mirrors.

The cooker is simple. It consists of a collapsible wooden box on an adjustable stand which unfolds horizontally, inside each half are 36 simple mirrors laid out on a parabolic surface. Sunlight striking the mirrors is focused on the cooker which is mounted on a hardened bamboo tripod attached to the device. This creates an incandescent light source, the temperature of which may rise as high as 600 degrees centigrade. This enables the device to be used for any kind of cooking purposes such as baking bread, boiling vegetables and heating noodles.

With a total light area of about one square meter, the solar cooker is equivalent in heat energy to an electric oven of 1 kilowatt. This solar cooker has a number of advantages, one of which is that it is highly efficient. Its curved surface makes it so. The cooker is designed to prevent the shadows of the cooking utensils from falling on the centre of the collecting surface. And if some pieces of mirror get damaged, they can easily be replaced. Also, transportation is simple. The cooker can be folded into a portable box — the whole set weighs only 15 kilos.
PUZZLES AND PASTIMES

PATTERN

Word Game

In this word pyramid start from top to bottom. Add only one new letter to each row to make a new word. Letters can be regrouped at any time. The last added letter must make the word PATTERN.

Special Scrapbooks

Around the World — Get some old magazines, postcards, newspapers. Cut out pictures of people dressed in costumes from different countries. Label each one as you paste it in your scrapbook. Soon you will discover that no possible foreign outfit escapes your eye.

Riddle-Me-Rec — Everyone enjoys a good riddle. Look for them in books and magazines — SUNSHINE has plenty. Copy or cut them out; then paste them in your book. You could illustrate some if you like. The riddles will provide you with a lot of fun. Besides, you could lend your book to sick friends, to help them while away the dull hours in bed.

Banana Milk Shake

For each milk shake, peel a banana and sprinkle it with 2 teaspoons of sugar. Mash with a fork and beat until smooth and fluffy. Add this to a cup of milk and beat until it has a cap of bubbles. Sprinkle a little cinnamon or nutmeg on top when you serve. You could also add a scoop of ice cream if you like.
Riddles

1. What is in patches, but never made a hole?
2. Which takes the least time to get ready for a trip — an elephant or a rooster?
3. Why is the sun like a loaf of good bread?
4. Why did the stars call a doctor?
5. Unable to think, unable to speak, yet tells the truth to all the world. What is it?
6. Why is a dog biting his tail a very good manager?
7. What is that which is bought by the yard and worn by the foot?
8. What has four fingers and a thumb, but lacks flesh or bones?
9. What’s always running but can’t get anywhere?
10. What flower should be kept in a strong cage?
11. Why is a nail in a board like a sick person?
12. Do you know something that would tickle everybody?

Answers on Page 34

Maths Puzzles

LETTERS FOR DIGITS

Following are additional sums with letters substituted for digits. The same letter stands for the same digit whenever it appears, and different letters stand for different digits. Write the sums out with numbers substituted for letters.

1. 
   \[
   \begin{array}{c}
   \text{A} \\
   \text{B} \\
   \text{L} \\
   \text{B} \\
   \text{L} \\
   \text{A} \\
   \text{Z} \\
   \text{A} \\
   \end{array}
   \]

2. 
   \[
   \begin{array}{c}
   \text{D} \\
   \text{H} \\
   \text{E} \\
   \text{S} \\
   \text{J} \\
   \text{H} \\
   \text{H} \\
   \text{S} \\
   \text{R} \\
   \text{H} \\
   \text{D} \\
   \text{S} \\
   \text{H} \\
   \text{H} \\
   \text{J} \\
   \text{H} \\
   \end{array}
   \]

ATTENTION SUBSCRIBERS

1. Entries to quizzes and contests, ‘Think & Write’, By You contributions, requests for printing names in the Pen Friend’s section, Puzzles, etc. should be sent on separate sheets. Each entry must have both your name and S.R. number. It is not enough to write your name and address on the envelope alone. Entries of those disregarding the above rules will not qualify for Points.

2. Mention your name, age, address and interests clearly for the Pen Friends section.
On January 14 we celebrate the birthday of the great Albert Schweitzer. In our October '80 issue, p.21, we carried a brief sketch of his life, and now we'd like to give you a glimpse into his childhood. Below we give you extracts from his book MY CHILDHOOD AND YOUTH. We urge you all to read this book written with much humour about the joys and trials of growing up in Alsace, and of how Schweitzer came to hold his deepest conviction, the ideal of ‘reverence for life.’

A deep impression was made on me by something which happened during my seventh or eighth year. Henry Brasch and I had with strips of india-rubber made ourselves catapults, with which we could shoot small stones. It was spring and the end of Lent, when one morning Henry said to me, ‘Let’s go on to the Rebberg and shoot some birds.’ This was to me a terrible proposal, but I did not venture to refuse for fear he should laugh at me. We got close to a tree which was still without any leaves, and on which the birds were singing beautifully to greet the morning, without showing the least fear of us. Then stooping like a Red Indian hunter, my companion put a bullet in the leather of his catapult and took aim. In obedience to his nod of command, I did the same, though with terrible twinges of conscience, vowing to myself that I would shoot directly he did. At that very moment the church bells began to ring, mingling their music with the songs of the birds and the sunshine. It was the Wamingbell, which began half an hour before the regular peal-ringing, and for me it was a voice from heaven. I shoed the birds away, so that they flew where they were safe from my companion’s catapult, and then I fled home.

From that day onward I took courage to emancipate myself from the fear of men, and whenever my inner convictions were at stake I let other people’s opinions weigh less with

---

From the age of about ten, the young Albert moved to Müllhausen to live with his Uncle Louis and Aunt Sophie. They didn’t have any children of their own, so they offered to let Albert live with them free of cost for the whole time he spent at the Gymnasium or secondary school.

It was especially distasteful to Aunt Sophie that from the very beginning I threw myself on the newspapers. There was at my disposal for this only the quarter of an hour when
the table was being laid for supper, during which I had to interrupt my school preparation work, but then I at once snatched up the Strassburg Post, the Mühlhausen Daily Mail, and the New Mühlhausen Times. On the alleged grounds that I read nothing but the stories in the 'Literary Supplement' and the murder cases, my aunt did her best to get my newspaper reading prohibited, but I asserted that what specially interested me was the politics, that is to say, contemporary history. The dispute — I was then about eleven — came before the uncle. 'We'll soon see,' said he during supper, 'whether the young rascal reads the political news!' And then he began to examine me as to who the ruling princes in the Balkans were, and what the names of their prime ministers. Next I had to describe to him the composition of the three last French cabinets. Finally I had to summarize to him the contents of Eugen Richter's last speech in the Reichstag. Out of this examination, with its accompaniment of baked potatoes and salad, I came with flying colours, and thereupon the decision was given that I might read the papers not only while the table was being laid, but also when I had finished my lessons later on.

In 1893, when he was nineteen, Albert Schweitzer took his final examination at the Gymnasium.

My leaving examination at the Gymnasium I passed satisfactorily, though not so well as people expected, and the cause of that was the trousers I wore for the occasion! I possessed a black frock-coat which I had inherited from an old relative of my mother's but I had no black trousers. For economy's sake I would not have a pair made, but asked my uncle to let me wear his for the examination. He was much shorter than I was, and fairly stout, while I was tall and thin; however, we thought it would be all right for this one occasion. Unfortunately, I omitted to try beforehand how they fitted, and when on the morning of the examination I put them on, they scarcely came down to my shoes, although I had lengthened my braces with string; moreover, between them and the waistcoat there was a yawning gap. How they fitted me behind I refrain from describing.

My appearance among my fellow candidates produced unrestrained merriment. They turned me round and round so that they might look at every side of me, and our solemn entry into the examination room was anything but comme il faut, because we could not control our laughter. When our masters at the table saw the trousers, they too were amused, though the stern School Commissioner from Strassburg who was to preside, failed to see what it was all about. All he could see was that I was the cause of the ill-timed merriment, and he made some severe remarks on our irreverent behaviour in general and on myself in particular. In order to take down the conceit of the supposed buffoon, he undertook to examine me himself in all the subjects except in mathematics. He gave me a hard time .... He was especially annoyed that I was unable to give him any accurate information about the way they beached the ships, as described by Homer, and as the other candidates knew very little more about it than I did, he denounced our ignorance as a serious defect in our culture. For my part I thought it a far greater defect in our culture that we were leaving the Gymnasium without knowing anything about astronomy or geology.

The last subject of all was history, the Commissioner's own special subject. In ten minutes he seemed a different person! His indignation melted away, and finally, instead of questioning me, he discussed with me the differences between the colonizing efforts of the Greeks and those of the Romans.

In his final address, after the announcement of the results, he mentioned the pleasure I had given him over the history, and a very real compliment, suggested by him, adorns my leaving certificate, which was otherwise a very ordinary one. Thus everything ended satisfactorily.
hear — the sound of a helicopter, or perhaps a motor boat. Rescue was still far off. There was nothing for it: he would have to circle as best he could, get back to the beach again and make for a village; he'd never find his way through this forest. He set off up the slope, placing his feet with care and pausing every few minutes to listen. In half an hour he reached a point where the slope levelled out, and then he heard running water, and at that faint sound he realized how thirsty he was.

The stream was a few yards in front of him. He knelt to drink, but paused at a slight sound. There was movement across the stream; he made out an arm, then a small brown body, not quite naked, no more than twenty paces beyond. He stared. Through the twigs and fronds he saw half a dozen lean-to shelters, partially thatched, with a number of small brown people busily plaiting leaves watched by a greybeard smoking a tiny pipe.

Keeping his eyes on the people ahead, Jason crouched and began to crawl forward towards the stream — but his movement was caught. He heard an urgent call of warning, a high rolling guttural, the brown figures sprang up and Jason turned and blundered his way back as fast as he could limp and run. He crashed back between the trees, an arm up to shield his face, and ran till the pain slowed him to a limping trot and finally to a halt.

He began to feel a sense of despair. Here he stood, the forest silent and apparently empty, yet, however much he tried to circle round to the beach again, he seemed to finish up deeper and deeper among the trees, and always pierced by thorns. Then it came
to him that he had heard no sounds of pursuit, and whoever they were whom he had stumbled upon, they were as frightened as he was.

He felt a warm surge of relief, and glanced at his watch. It was barely half past eight in the morning, and as his apprehension ebbed, he thought of the tiny stream.

He must have water. Jason turned and went back very slowly and painfully the way he had come. He was soon back at the little stream. He knelt and drank, gulping down water until his thirst was slaked and he felt uncomfortably full.

He could now see the disturbance in the forest pattern made by the little huts. They were empty. A small fire smouldered on a bare patch in the centre and he looked eagerly for signs of food — hoping for a cooking-pot containing rice or possibly potatoes, but there was nothing but scraps of what looked like the fur of a squirrel, a cut stick, a skewer of bamboo with a charred end and some unknown vegetable scrapings. One after the other he searched the huts, but found nothing.

Even though he knew he was still alone, he felt uncomfortable standing in the little half-ring of huts. Instinctively he felt a need to get into the anonymity of the trees, and he was hobbling carefully off when his eye fell on a long pole propped against one of the huts. It was absolutely straight, with a distinct cone-shaped enlargement at one end — a blowpipe! Intrigued, he hefted it in one hand. It was light, and made from cane. The cone at one end was the mouthpiece, rather like a thicker version of the mouthpiece of a trumpet. Nearby he found a tiny cylindrical basket, beautifully plaited from thin strips of cane. It wasn’t empty, as he had first thought; it held little stubs of tightly rolled paper. Gently he pulled one out, taking it delicately with the nails of finger and thumb. The white stub was pith, tightly rolled round the end of a slender skewer of bamboo some eight inches long. It had been carefully nicked two inches from the point, and below the nick the skewer was caked with some dark brown substance. Holding it carefully by the pith end he sniffed at the point. It gave off a strong, narcotic odour, and he saw that it was still sticky. He knew what it was: he remembered his father reminiscing about Malaya and Borneo, talking about aborigines and their blowpipes and darts — poisoned darts ...

Jason held the dart gingerly away from him by finger and thumb, conquering his first impulse to fling it into the trees; then the blowpipe caught his eye. He leant over and slid the dart down into it, and the wad of white pith settled snugly into the mouthpiece. Carefully Jason stood the blowpipe against the lean-to then walked back to the stream and sat down to think.

It was warm now in the forest. With his thirst quenched, his one overpowering urge was to get help for the people in the aircraft. He had to get to a fishing village. The quickest way back down to the shore was straight down the spur again; any other way he might get lost and wander for hours. The hijacker would hopefully be back at the plane by now. Jason set off, finding now that he knew more or less where he was heading. He was more than halfway back to the beach and gaining con-
crouch and stared over the leafy framework, and his eyes met those of his pursuer.

The Japanese took a short pace forward and swung up the muzzle of his gun. In the sudden silence the chug of the diesel sounded closer, drifting to them clearly, and the hijacker hesitated, then let the weapon swing down to his side. Eyes still holding Jason’s he flexed his arms, and with forearm, wrist and hand held edgewise ready to chop, advanced on the boy.

Jason backed away — then his eye fell on the blowpipe, propped against the little shelter, and he snatched it up and stood waiting, holding the long tube like a pike. The Japanese smiled in contempt as he reached out to pluck aside the flimsy leaf framework, when Jason with a shock remembered the dart. He sprang back, swung up the blowpipe, set the mouthpiece to his lips and blew fiercely and with all his might.

The hijacker’s hand seized the lean-to and gripped it, but his eyes looked down to the pith head of a dart, sprouting from his open shirt front. He looked up again and began to pull round his weapon, but Jason swung back his arm and threw the blowpipe like a javelin, and it struck the hijacker in the forehead with a heavy thud. His head went back and Jason turned, ran a few yards down the path then ducked away among the trees. From the direction of the huts he heard a crashing sound, as if the lean-to was being dragged down, and a hoarse, gasping cry, but he only ran the faster. When at last he stopped, thoroughly winded, from behind him there was only silence.

(to be continued)
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Only REGISTERED SUBSCRIBERS (your S.R. No. is printed on the top of each wrapper) can win points for the following:

* Contributions accepted and published in the BY YOU Section.
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So, send in your solutions. BY YOU contributions, reports and replies and see how many points you can collect before August ’81.
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Ramu: Does your mother ever spank you?
Shamu: Sure.
Ramu: Your father ever spank you?
Shamu: Yes, he does.
Ramu: Who hurts the most?
Shamu: I do!

Seema: Mother, look at that man. He hasn’t a hair on his head!
Mother: Sh-h-h! He might hear you.
Seema: Oh, doesn’t he know?

Big sister: I’ll help you with your arithmetic. Now, if I had 10 oranges and gave you 2, how many would I have left?
Binoy: I don’t know. In my class we do arithmetic with apples.

Vendor (to boy standing near box of apples): “Hey! Are you trying to take an apple?”
Boy: “No, I’m trying not to take one.”

A mother went shopping with her small son. The fruit vendor invited the boy to help himself to a handful of grapes. But the boy seemed shy.

“Don’t you like grapes?” the vendor asked.

“Yes,” said the boy.
The vendor put his hand in and dumped a generous portion into the little fellow’s pocket, which he promptly held out.
Afterwards his mother asked him why he had not taken the grapes when first invited.

“Because his hand was bigger than mine”, was the answer.

Larry: I am not going to school any more.
Mother: Why, what do you mean?
Larry: On Monday, the teacher said 4 and 4 make 8. On Tuesday, she said 6 and 2 are 8. Today, she said 7 and 1 are 8. I’m not going back to school again until she makes up her mind.

Peter: My sister’s in the first standard and already she can spell her name backwards.
Joan: How smart! What’s her name?
Peter: Anna.

Little Sarita was walking in the garden. She happened to see a peacock, a bird she had never seen before. After gazing in silent admiration, she quickly ran into the house and cried out: “Oh, Granny, come and see! One of your chickens is in bloom!”
ANSWERS TO MATHS PUZZLES
LETTERS FOR DIGITS

1.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
A & B & L & B \\
+ & B & G & L & B \\
L & Z & A & A
\end{array}
\]

(i) (ii) (iii)

In the last line down A must be even (B + B). And since in the third line down L + L produces A, there cannot be anything to carry from the last line down. Therefore B = O, 1, 2, 3 or 4 and L = 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9. But B cannot be 0; it is not possible to have 0 at the beginning of (ii).

If B were 4, then A would be 8; but 4 + 8 is too large for the first line down. If B were 3, then A would be 6 and L would be 8. But in the first line down 3 + 6 = 9 (not 8).

If B were 1, then A would be 2 and L would be 6. But A + B is not 6.

Therefore B must be 2; A = 4; L = 7 [and 4 + 2 + 1 (carried) = 7]. Therefore in the second line down, since there is 1 to carry, G = 8 and Z = 1 (G cannot be 7, for L is 7, and G cannot be 9, for Z would then be 2).

Complete Solution

\[
\begin{array}{c}
4 & 2 & 7 & 2 \\
+ & 2 & 8 & 7 & 2 \\
7 & 1 & 4 & 4
\end{array}
\]

2.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
D & H & E & S \\
+ & J & H & S \\
R & H & D & S \\
H & J & H
\end{array}
\]

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv)

(1) Consider the first line down. H must be at least 6 (1 + 2 + 3). But if H were 6 in the second line down, we would have \[6 + 6 + (\text{perhaps} \ 2 \ \text{to carry})\], and this could not produce H in (iv) [the second figure in (iv) would then be 8, 9, or 0]. And if H were 7, we would have 7x3 = 21 (perhaps) \(2 = 23\). And if H were 8, we would have 8x3 = 24 (perhaps) \(2 = 26\). Therefore we could not have H as the second figure in (iv).

(2) But if H were 9, we would have 9x3 = 27 (perhaps) \(2 = 29\). Therefore H must be 9 and there is a 2 to carry from the third line down to the second line down.

Complete Solution

\[
\begin{array}{c}
4 & 9 & 8 & 3 \\
+ & 1 & 9 & 9 & 3 \\
+ & 2 & 9 & 4 & 3 \\
9 & 9 & 1 & 9
\end{array}
\]

7. Let the Balloon Go

sweated and he swayed with it; the wind was like a cool sea against him; motion and wind together were a great calm that healed every pain he had ever known.

He was strong. He was free. He was a boy like any other boy.

Would you like to send FREE copies of SUNSHINE to your friends or cousins? Send us their names and addresses. We will mail them a copy free of charge.
Only students up to the age of 15 years can participate. Colour the above picture in any of the 'Camel' colours. Send in your coloured entries at the following address:
Sunshine, 6, Parvati Villa Road, Pune 411 001

The results will be final and no correspondence regarding the same will be considered.
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Address.................................................................

Please see that the complete picture is painted.
Send entries before: March 10

CONTEST NO. 47
RAM & SHYAM
GO 'TROUBLE SHOOTING':

Hey look! I've a feeling something nasty's happening...
There's a dark dirty villain selling poppins to little children.

Yes! The poppins he's selling are cheap imitations... bad for health and bad for digestion!

Ah Shyam, go tell the kids about this man's wrong deeds...

While I take this handful of real poppins and am at his big feet,

Ah look! He is slipping... I'll get him. He's falling... I'll teach him a lesson to stop all this cheating!

Meanwhile I think... I'll take these real poppins and give them to the kids... they deserve a treat.

Lickable likeable lovable

PARLE POPPINS FRUITY SWEETS

5 FRUITY FLAVOURS - RASPBERRY, PINEAPPLE, LEMON, ORANGE AND LIME.